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The XXL is truly a one-of-a kind! Never before has there been a chair 
with a weight capacity this high, combined into a 24/7 chair with 
stlish good looks!  
 
FEATURES 
750 lbs capacity 
Ergonomic Design 
Solid bar stock steel arm and back supports for safety and reliability 
Controls for seat height, back height and 
Schukra Lumbar Support 
  
Dimensions 
Seat size: 33.75"W x 23"D 
Back size: 25"W x 25"H 
Seat height: 18" - 22.5” 
Back Height Adjustment: 2.5" 
Inside Arm Clearance: 32.75””W x 34.75”D 

 
BASE 
8-Leg, 16-Gauge formed steel welded brace with support puck to all legs 
Fusion Welded caster sockets for strength 
Black finish 
 
CASTERS 
Eight 2.5” dual wheel casters standard 
Specify Hard Floor or Soft Floor Casters 
BACK 
Fully upholstered back is standard 
Ergonomic shape 
Adjustable Lumbar Support 
 
SEAT ASSEMBLY 
Cast aluminum seat control bed assembly 
Extra heavy duty pneumatic cylinder 
Backrest tilt tensions adjustment fingertip control 
Heavy duty hand tied coil spring seat cushion 
1.5” topper cushion 
ARMS 
Choice of fixed or adjustable T-Arms 
Arms can be re-set up to 2” outward or inward 
Arms are easily changed, added or removed 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $4,103.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 6-8 weeks 

 
Fabrics & Finishes: Page four 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
This High Back is a comfortable, long term use chair! It's professional, 
sturdy design ensures that you'll have this chair for a long, long time!  
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacity 
BASE 
6-Leg, 16-Gauge formed steel welded brace 
Fusion Welded caster sockets for strength 
Black finish 
 
 Dimensions 
Seat size: 25"W x 21.5"D 
Back size: 19.5"W x 29"H 
Seat height: 18" - 22.5” 
Back Height Adjustment: 2.5" 
Inside Arm Clearance: 24””-26”W x 26”D 
 

SEAT ASSEMBLY 
Cast aluminum seat control bed assembly 
Extra heavy duty pneumatic cylinder 
Backrest tilt tensions adjustment via fingertip control 
Heavy duty hand tied coil spring seat cushion 
1.5” topper cushion 
 
CASTERS 
Six, 3” dual wheel casters standard 
Specify Hard Floor or Soft Floor Casters 
 
ARMS 
Choice of fixed or adjustable T-Arms 
Arms can be re-set up to 2” outward or inward 
Arms are easily changed, added or removed 
 
BACK 
Plastic Shell-back, Upholstered Front 
Ergonomic shape 
Adjustable Lumbar Support 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,967.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 6-8 weeks 

 
Fabrics & Finishes: Page four 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
The PCBXL-3312 High Back is a comfortable, long term use chair! It's 
professional, sturdy design ensures that you'll have this chair for a long, 
long time, while the extra height is perfect for tall individuals! 
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacity 
BASE 
6-Leg, 16-Gauge formed steel welded brace 
Fusion Welded caster sockets for strength 
Black finish 
 
 Dimensions 
Seat size: 25"W x 21.5"D 
Back size: 19.5"W x 19.5"H 
Seat height: 24.5" - 29" 
Back Height Adjustment: 2.5" 

Inside Arm Clearance: 24””-26”W x 26”D 
SEAT ASSEMBLY 
Cast aluminum seat control bed assembly 
Extra heavy duty pneumatic cylinder 
Backrest tilt tensions adjustment via fingertip control 
Heavy duty hand tied coil spring seat cushion 
1.5” topper cushion 
 
CASTERS 
Six, 3” dual wheel casters standard 
Specify Hard Floor or Soft Floor Casters 
 
ARMS 
Choice of fixed or adjustable T-Arms 
Arms can be re-set up to 2” outward or inward 
Arms are easily changed, added or removed 
BACK 
Plastic Shell-back, Upholstered Front 
Ergonomic shape 
Adjustable Lumbar Support 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,879.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 6-8 weeks 

 
Fabrics & Finishes: Page four 



FABRICS (For Chairs on Pages 1-3) 

VINYL 

Cadet Char Chili Ink Pine 

Sterling Aspen Black Charcoal Currant 

Indigo Night Smoke Black/Brown Black/Grey 

Black Satin Cabernet Deep Sapphire 

Deep Sea Harness Lake Louise 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
This multi-shift chair can handle continuous sitting, 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week. Plus, it can handle weight capacity up to 400 lbs. The multiple er-
gonomic adjustments allow incredible custom configuration, for complete 
comfort 24 hours a day. Great for businesses who require around-the-clock 
staffing, like hospitals and police stations. 
 
FEATURES 
Seat swivels 360 degrees. 
Gas lift seat height adjustment. 
Smooth seat tilting action. 
Tilt tension adjusts easily. 
One-touch sliding seat depth adjustment. 
Seat pitch adjustment. 
Back height adjustment. 
Back depth adjustment. 
Back pitch adjustment. 
Synchronized seat & back adjustment. 
  

Adjustable height arms. 
Arm width adjustment. 
Built-in lumbar support. 
Stain-resistant fabric. 
Designed and built for 24-hour/multi-shift use. 
Standard casters included. 
Optional glides (GLIDES) and hard floor casters (HF-CASTER) available separately. 
Weight capacity 400 lbs. 
Molded polypropylene back. 
Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards. 
 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 20.25"W x 20"D 
Back size: 19.5"W x 21"H 
Seat height: 20" - 23" 
Overall height: 40"-43.5" 
Overall width: 28.5" 
Overall depth: 28.5" 
Base size: 27" 5 Star 

RETAIL PRICE: $700.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 24-48 Hours 

 
Fabrics  

Vinyl 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
This multi-shift chair can handle continuous sitting, 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week. Plus, it can handle weight capacity up to 400 lbs. The multiple er-
gonomic adjustments allow incredible custom configuration, for complete 
comfort 24 hours a day. Great for businesses who require around-the-clock 
staffing, like hospitals and police stations. 
 
FEATURES 
400 lbs. weight capacity 
Back pitch adjustment 
Back height adjustment 
Hi-density 5 1/2" thick seat foam 
3/4" plywood seat frame 
Fully upholstered back 
Heavy duty arm kit optional 
3" 200 lb. capacity carpet casters included 
Stain-resistant fabric 
Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA safety standards 

Dimensions 
Seat size: 23"W x 22.5"D 
Back size: 24"W x 23"H 
Seat height: 18" - 22" 
Overall height: 43" - 46" 
Overall width: 23" 
Overall depth: 25" 
Base size: 5 Star - 27" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $770.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 24-48 Hours 

 
Fabrics  

Vinyl 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
This "Big & Tall" executive chair is designed to hold up to 400 lbs. The 
swivel tilt/lock mechanism includes a tension control. The elegant mid-
back design looks fantastic in any conference room or office, and the gener-
ous 6" seat foam will help keep you sitting comfortably all day.  
 
FEATURES 
Mid-back executive/conference big and tall chair 
400 lbs. weight capacity 
Swivel lock/tilt tension control mechanism 
five star base 
extra thick seat cushion 
Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards. 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 21"D x 22"W 
Back size: 27"H x 22"W 

Seat height: 18" - 22" 
Overall height: 38.5" - 41.5" 
Overall width: 28.5" 
Overall depth: 28.5" 
Base size: 27" 5 Star 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $737.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 24-48 Hours 

 
Fabrics  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
This gorgeous leather chair is tailor made for people of almost any size or 
height! The extra thick foam seat is made with comfort in mind, and the 
heavy-duty construction is safe and stable. Beautiful first-quality leather 
provides an incredibly luxurious look and feel. 
 
FEATURES 
400 lbs. weight capacity 
1st quality leather 
Black leather only 
Hi-density 5 1/2" thick seat foam 
3/4" plywood seat frame 
Tilt/Swivel mechanism 
Gas lift seat height adjustment 
Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA safety standards 
Durable painted steel leather-padded arms included 
3" carpet casters with 200 lb. capacity each included 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 22"W x 21"D 

Back size: 21.5"W x 28.5"H 
Seat height: 18.5" - 22" 
Overall height: 44" - 47.5" 
Overall width: 26.5" 
Overall depth: 27.5" 
Base size: 5 Star - 27" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $873.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 24-48 Hours 

 
 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
This "Big & Tall" executive chair is designed to hold up to 400 lbs. The 
swivel tilt/lock mechanism includes a tension control. The elegant high-
back design looks fantastic in any conference room or office, and the gener-
ous 6" seat foam will help keep you sitting comfortably all day.  
 
FEATURES 
High-back executive/conference big and tall chair 
400 lbs. weight capacity 
Swivel lock/tilt tension control mechanism 
five star base 
extra thick seat cushion 
Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards. 
 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 21"D x 22"W 
Back size: 27"H x 22"W 
Seat height: 18" - 22" 

Overall height: 45.5" - 49" 
Overall width: 28.5" 
Overall depth: 28.5" 
Base size: 27" 5 Star 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $807.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 24-48 Hours 

 
 
 
 
Fabrics 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
Designed for the big and /or tall person, this chair can comfortably ac-
commodate up to 500 lbs. its rugged good looks are complemented by 
solid construction and first class materials with precisely engineered 
ergonomic mechanisms. The seat pan structure is constructed with 
7/8” think 10 ply hardwood and it features an 70 mm cylinder and a 
fully upholstered outback. Our 2000 Series can accommodate the 
growing demands of any workplace. 
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacit 
70 mm dual wheel hooded black casters. 
70 mm cylinder. 
Meets CAL 117. 
28” diameter nylon reinforced base. 
Seat pan structure is 7 1/8” thick 10 ply hardwood. 

Dimensions 
Seat size: 26" W x 20" D 
Back size: 33.5 H x 24.5 
Seat to Floor Height: 16.5" - 19.5" (adjustable) 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
Reverse Braking Casters (Brake when Seated) 
Braking Casters (Brake when not Seated) 
Hard Floor Casters 
Hard Floor Braking Casters 
Glides 
Air Lumbar (Regular) 
Air Lumbar (Extra Firm) 
Articulating Headrest 
Cal133 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,488.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 2-3 Weeks 

 
 
 
 
 
Fabrics: Sse Page fifteen 

Arm Options 

03a, Loop Adj.  01a Fold Away “T” 12a Adj. “T”  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
Designed for the big and /or tall person, this chair can comfortably ac-
commodate up to 500 lbs. its rugged good looks are complemented by 
solid construction and first class materials with precisely engineered 
ergonomic mechanisms. The seat pan structure is constructed with 
7/8” think 10 ply hardwood and it features an 70 mm cylinder and a 
fully upholstered outback. Our 2000 Series can accommodate the 
growing demands of any workplace. 
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacit 
70 mm dual wheel hooded black casters. 
70 mm cylinder. 
Meets CAL 117. 
28” diameter nylon reinforced base. 

Seat pan structure is 7 1/8” thick 10 ply hardwood. 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 26" W x 20" D 
Back size: 33.5 H x 24.5 
Seat to Floor Height: 16.5" - 19.5" (adjustable) 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
Reverse Braking Casters (Brake when Seated) 
Braking Casters (Brake when not Seated) 
Hard Floor Casters 
Hard Floor Braking Casters 
Glides 
Air Lumbar (Regular) 
Air Lumbar (Extra Firm) 
Articulating Headrest 
Cal133 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,465.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 2-3 Weeks 

 
 
 
 
 
Fabrics: Sse Page fifteen 

Arm Options 

03a, Loop Adj.  01a Fold Away “T” 12a Adj. “T”  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
Settle into this luxurious Big & Tall chair and you’ll discover a fit 
that combines comfort with handsome aesthetics. The optional air 
lumbar and leather headrest provide the ultimate in back and neck 
support and gives a personalized sit for all body types. With its hand-
some detailed stitching and air mesh upholstered outback, the Sierra 
says ergonomic fit with corner office style. 
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacit 
100 mm cylinder. 
Meets CAL 117. 
Dual density. 
Black 28” diameter base w/reinforced nylon. 
Seat pan structure is heavy duty 10 ply hardwood. 

Ratchet Back 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 26" W x 21" D 
Back size: 23.5 H x 24.25 W 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
Reverse Braking Casters (Brake when Seated) 
Braking Casters (Brake when not Seated) 
Hard Floor Casters 
Hard Floor Braking Casters 
Glides 
Air Lumbar (Regular) 
Air Lumbar (Extra Firm) 
Articulating Headrest 
Cal133 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,547.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 2-3 Weeks 

 
 
 
 
 
Fabrics: Sse Page fifteen 

Arm Options 

03a, Loop Adj.  01a Fold Away “T” 12a Adj. “T”  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
Settle into this luxurious Big & Tall chair and you’ll discover a fit 
that combines comfort with handsome aesthetics. The optional air 
lumbar and leather headrest provide the ultimate in back and neck 
support and gives a personalized sit for all body types. With its hand-
some detailed stitching and air mesh upholstered outback, the Sierra 
says ergonomic fit with corner office style. 
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacit 
100 mm cylinder. 
Meets CAL 117. 
Dual density. 
Black 28” diameter base w/reinforced nylon. 
Seat pan structure is heavy duty 10 ply hardwood. 
Dimensions 

Seat size: 26" W x 21" D 
Back size: 25.5 H x 24.25 W 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
Reverse Braking Casters (Brake when Seated) 
Braking Casters (Brake when not Seated) 
Hard Floor Casters 
Hard Floor Braking Casters 
Glides 
Air Lumbar (Regular) 
Air Lumbar (Extra Firm) 
Articulating Headrest 
Cal133 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,563.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 2-3 Weeks 

 
 
 
 
 
Fabrics: Sse Page fifteen 

Arm Options 

03a, Loop Adj.  01a Fold Away “T” 12a Adj. “T”  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
Settle into this luxurious Big & Tall chair and you’ll discover a fit that 
combines comfort with handsome aesthetics. The optional air lumbar and 
leather headrest provide the ultimate in back and neck support and gives a 
personalized sit for all body types. With its handsome detailed stitching 
and air mesh upholstered outback, the Sierra says ergonomic fit with cor-
ner office style. 
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacit 
Black adjustable leather head rest standard. 
100 mm cylinder. 
Meets CAL 117. 
Dual density. 
Black 28” diameter base w/reinforced nylon. 
Seat pan structure is heavy duty 10 ply hardwood. 

70 mm diameter hooded casters. 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 26" W x 20" D 
Back size: 33.5 H x 24.5 W 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
Reverse Braking Casters (Brake when Seated) 
Braking Casters (Brake when not Seated) 
Hard Floor Casters 
Hard Floor Braking Casters 
Glides 
Air Lumbar (Regular) 
Air Lumbar (Extra Firm) 
Articulating Headrest 
Cal133 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,796.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 2-3 Weeks 

 
 
 
 
 
Fabrics: Sse Page fifteen 

Arm Options 

03a, Loop Adj.  01a Fold Away “T” 12a Adj. “T”  



Vinyl Swatches for Pages: 10-17 
These are stocked fabrics only. We work with all major mills and can fulfill most fabric requests.  



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
Sleek, modern lines accentuate the PCB-85682, but don't let its good looks 
fool you! The PCB-85682 can come in 350 or 500lbs capacities!  
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacit 
High back 
Ratchet Headrest (Optional) 
Extra thick foam for added comfort 
4-Paddle adjustment 
EZ Touch Ratchet Back 
Seat slider to control the seat depth  
Deluxe Arm Rest 
Pivoting up and down 
In and out adjustments 
Scooped pad 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
350lbs Conversion 
Cal133 

Dimensions 
Overall Dimensions: 
54"-64.5" H x 28"-32" W x 26" D 
Seat Dimensions: 
22.25" W x 22" D 4.5" T 
 
 
 
 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $2,033.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 2-3 Weeks 

 
 
 
 
 
Vinyl (other fabrics also available) 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
The wide, flat seat cushion is a roomy 23 inches across and the task arms 
slide out an additional three inches to give you a total of 26 inches width. 
The all steel frame with real coil spring suspension combined with pre-
mium high density foam allows you to work in comfort for 12, 14, 16 
hours and more. 
The entire chair is designed to relieve tension and pain from your shoul-
ders, spine, lower back and legs. The sliding seat cushion supports all leg 
lengths helping to eliminate leg cramps. 
 
Made entirely and proudly in the USA, this chair offers an adjustable 
mechanism that allows for a smooth rocking motion that can be locked in 
the forward position. Our All Steel Heavy Duty Frame has a lifetime 
warranty!  
 
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs. weight capacity 
4-Way Adjustable Lumbar Support 

Adjustable T-Arms 
28" Base 
Sliding Seat Cushion 
All Steel Frame 
30-day Money Back Guarantee!  
 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 23", (26" between extended arms) 
Seat Depth: 20" 
Seat Depth w/ Slider: 23" 
Back Width: 20.5" 
Back Height: 51.5" 
Chair Weight: 80lbs 
 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
28" Base Chrome or Black: 
Hard or Soft Casters (Hard for Soft Floors, Soft for Hard Floors) 
Tall Height Cylinder (Taller than 6') 
30" Base Black w/ Chrome Casters Only (for those weighing 350lbs or more) 
Glide Base 
Cal133 

RETAIL PRICE: $2,015.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 3-5 Weeks 

Vinyl (other fabrics also available, including premium leather) 
 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
There is no other chair like the ATB-SUR. It has a 24" or 26” wide seat 
cushion and features our exclusive 4 way adjustable headrest that runs al-
most the full width of the chair. This headrest supports your head, neck and 
shoulders in total comfort. Our unique flip up arms are both comfortable and 
allow for easy entry and exit. 
The ATB-SUR has a crisp, modern design that fits well with any décor. 
Make no mistake though----this is a BIG chair for big people. With its all 
steel frame it’s big on durability as well. The ATB-SUR is entirely hand 
crafted in the USA. No production line manufacturing here. Attention to 
every detail has been addressed. The quality runs deep. Only the finest ma-
terials are used. This is a chair you’ll be proud to own and one that will last. 
 
Made entirely and proudly in the USA, this chair offers an adjustable 
mechanism that allows for a smooth rocking motion that can be locked in 
the forward position. Our All Steel Heavy Duty Frame has a lifetime war-
ranty! 
 
FEATURES 

500 lbs capacity 
4-Way Adjustable Lumbar Support 
Flip-Up Arms 
28" Base 
Sliding Seat Cushion 
All Steel Frame  
 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 24" or 26" 
Seat Depth: 19.5" 
Seat Depth w/ Slider: 21.5" 
Back Width: 24" 
Back Height: 51.5" 
Chair Weight: 100lbs 
 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
28" Base Chrome or Black: N/C 
Hard or Soft Casters (Hard for Soft Floors, Soft for Hard Floors): N/C 
Tall Height Cylinder (Taller than 6'): N/C 
30" Base Black w/ Chrome Casters Only (for those weighing 350lbs or more): Call 
Glide Base: N/C 
Cal133: Call 

 
Vinyl (other fabrics also available, including premium leather) 
 RETAIL PRICE: $4,431.00 

Avg Lead-Time: 3-5 Weeks 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
Here’s a big and supremely comfortable office chair that fits beautifully into 
the most elegant office or home setting. Incredible attention to detail with 
each panel in the seat cushion and seat back hand sewn to perfection. All 
hand crafted----absolutely no assembly line production here. You’ll settle 
into the magnificent plush comfort of the chair and be cradled head to toe. 
The top of the seat back is heavily padded to provide outstanding support for 
your head, neck and shoulders. The 4 way lumbar system provides support 
at the exact spot on your back where you need it the most. So go ahead and 
settle back into the enveloping comfort of the Newport and you’ll agree----
It’s the most wonderful and relaxing office chair you’ve ever experienced. 
 
Made entirely and proudly in the USA, this chair offers an adjustable 
mechanism that allows for a smooth rocking motion that can be locked in 
the forward position. Our All Steel Heavy Duty Frame has a lifetime war-
ranty!  
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacity 

4-Way Adjustable Lumbar Support 
Flip-Up Arms 
28" Base 
Sliding Seat Cushion 
All Steel Frame  
 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 24" or 26" 
Seat Depth: 21" 
Seat Depth w/ Slider: 23" 
Back Width: 28" 
Back Height: 50" 
Chair Weight: 100lbs 
 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
28" Base Chrome or Black: N/C 
Hard or Soft Casters (Hard for Soft Floors, Soft for Hard Floors): N/C 
Tall Height Cylinder (Taller than 6'): N/C 
30" Base Black w/ Chrome Casters Only (for those weighing 350lbs or more): Call 
Glide Base: N/C 
Cal133: Call  

 
Vinyl (other fabrics also available, including premium leather) 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $4,431.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 3-5 Weeks 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
The ATB-CMN is designed to relieve all the tension points on your body----
from head to toe. This is not an empty statement. Just take a closer look and 
you’ll see the thick, wrap around built in headrest that sweeps across the 
wide top of the chair and down the sides. Imagine how relaxed you’ll feel 
when you sink back into that headrest and let it remove all the tension from 
your head, neck and shoulders. 
The lumbar support takes all the pressure off your lower back and spine. 
The seat cushion slider lets you adjust the seat cushion to the length of your 
legs. This allows for better blood circulation and reduces or eliminates leg 
cramps. 
 
While you’re enjoying all this big room and comfort you’ll notice the exqui-
site details in workmanship that only life long craftsmen can achieve. No 
production line manufacturing here. And it’s all made in the USA. The 
ATB-CMN has a generous 24” or 26" wide seat cushion providing you with 
plenty of room to move around and yet its overall dimensions allow the 
chair to fit easily into almost any office or home setting. 
 

Made entirely and proudly in the USA, this chair offers an adjustable mechanism that allows for a smooth 
rocking motion that can be locked in the forward position. Our All Steel Heavy Duty Frame has a lifetime 
warranty!  
 
FEATURES 
500 lbs capacity 
4-Way Adjustable Lumbar Support 
Flip-Up Arms 
28" Base 
Sliding Seat Cushion 
All Steel Frame  
 
 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
28" Base Chrome or Black: N/C 
Hard or Soft Casters (Hard for Soft Floors, Soft for Hard Floors): N/C 
Tall Height Cylinder (Taller than 6'): N/C 
30" Base Black w/ Chrome Casters Only (for those weighing 350lbs or more): Call 
Glide Base: N/C 
Cal133: Call  
 
 

 
Vinyl (other fabrics also available, including premium leather) 
 RETAIL PRICE: $4,431.00 

Avg Lead-Time: 3-5 Weeks 

Dimensions 
Seat size: 24" or 26" 
Seat Depth: 21" 
Seat Depth w/ Slider: 23" 
Back Width: 22" 
Back Height: 50" 
Chair Weight: 100lbs 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
For those who want a super sleek, high tech look. The ATB-PCA features 
magnificent detailing. The “floating cushion” design has been achieved by 
expert craftsmen with meticulous attention to the smallest details. This kind 
of detailing could never be achieved with assembly line manufacturing. 
The headrest is a work of art all by itself. It is deeply contoured to support 
your head and neck in blissful comfort and it adjusts four ways for total sup-
port. The seat cushion is a generous 24 or 26 inches wide. Big enough to be 
roomy and comfortable and yet compact enough to fit into almost any office 
or home environment. 
 
Made entirely and proudly in the USA, this chair offers an adjustable 
mechanism that allows for a smooth rocking motion that can be locked in 
the forward position. Our All Steel Heavy Duty Frame has a lifetime war-
ranty!  
 
 
 
FEATURES 

500 lbs capacity 
4-Way Adjustable Lumbar Support 
Flip-Up Arms 
28" Base 
Sliding Seat Cushion 
All Steel Frame  
 
Dimensions 
Seat size: 24" or 26" 
Seat Depth: 21" 
Seat Depth w/ Slider: 23" 
Back Width: 22.5" 
Back Height: 50" 
Chair Weight: 100lbs 
 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
28" Base Chrome or Black: N/C 
Hard or Soft Casters (Hard for Soft Floors, Soft for Hard Floors): N/C 
Tall Height Cylinder (Taller than 6'): N/C 
30" Base Black w/ Chrome Casters Only (for those weighing 350lbs or more): Call 
Glide Base: N/C 
Cal133: Call 

 
Vinyl (other fabrics also available, including premium leather) 
 RETAIL PRICE: $4,431.00 

Avg Lead-Time: 3-5 Weeks 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  
The PCB-HRC is a marvelous stool for your special height and weight 
capacity requirements. 
 
The lumbar support takes all the pressure off your lower back and spine. 
The seat cushion slider lets you adjust the seat cushion to the length of 
your legs. This allows for better blood circulation and reduces or elimi-
nates leg cramps. 
 
While you’re enjoying all this big room and comfort you’ll notice the ex-
quisite details in workmanship that only life long craftsmen can achieve. 
No production line manufacturing here. The PCB-HRC has a generous 
23.5" wide seat cushion providing you with plenty of room to move 
around and yet its overall dimensions allow the chair to fit easily into al-
most any office or home setting. 
 
 
 

FEATURES 
500 lbs capacity 
4-Way Adjustable Lumbar Support 
Floating Spring Suspension 
Task Arms with Height/Width Adjustment 
28" Base 
Height Adjustment 
All Steel Frame 
Premium Grade HR Foam  
 
 
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
28" Base Chrome or Black 
Hard or Soft Casters (Hard for Soft Floors, Soft for Hard Floors) 
30" Base Black w/ Chrome Casters Only (for those weighing 350lbs or more) 
Glide Base 
Flip Up Arms 
Cal133 
Available in Leather 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Vinyl (other fabrics also available, including premium leather) 
 

RETAIL PRICE: $4,431.00 
Avg Lead-Time: 3-5 Weeks 

Dimensions 
Seat size: 23.5 
Seat Depth: 18" 
Overall Height: 40"-48" 
Seat Height: 22.5" 0 30.5" 
Back Height: 20" 
Arm Height: 7" 
Chair Weight: 83lbs 


